
THE ATTACHMENT OF ROTOR DISCS IN 
IMPULSE TURBINES. 

The impulse turbine is chamcterhd by the fact that the 
conversions of heat into kinetic energy take place in the nozzles, 
instead of partly in $he fixed and partly in the moving blades, 
m in reaction turbines. This diffemnce in principle entails 
marked difre~gencies in the design of the two types, the chief 
being that the impulse turbine consists of a series of oompart- 
ments separated from each ohher by diaphragms, between which 
8 number of distinct rotor element8 revolve, while in the remtion 
type each rotor may consi~t of a single drum revolving in one 
comparbment. The rotor elements of %the impulw machine are 
necewarily connected to the one xotor shaft, md in order to 
economise in length the disc construction becomes the obvious 
design to be adopted. 

In designing a dim there are t WO general objectives, namely :- 
( I )  That ttha part shall be strong enough to  resist the 

stresses inducd by ita rotation, and that i b  B ~ U  be SUE- 
ciently rigid and suitably proportioned to. ensure thak 
undesirable vibr&*ions are not set up under working 
conditions, and 

(2) That i t a  atfaehment to  the rotor ehaft ahall be 
istmng enough to  transmit the required home-power, while 
remaining entimIy mcure and conoen$rio wi%h the &aft 
axis at speeds: 

In the early design of direat-ooupled impulse turbines, where 
low revoIutions were imposed by consideratioas of propulsive 
efficiency, the " whwl " diamebm were large, and these pads wem 
generally built up of &eel p1at-w between which the hub tbnd rim 
castings were bohd.  These were cheaper to  manufacture than 
Iwge discs, and ample stiffnoas was ensured by providing ~uitable 
webs between t he  plates. 

The sifuation as regards the modern high-speed turbine 
with heavily l d e d  discs of small diameter is, homver, some- 
what different, a d  a built-up construdion is not practicable in 
B U C ~  cmea, where solid discs become an essential f e a h  of f he 
designs. 

A parallel-dded solid &c is subjected ta comiderabIy le~s 
h a  than is the case in a drum of the same diameter, rotating 
at the same e p e d  : in other words, such e disc may be m up to  
~ p e e b  aome 65 per cent, greater than that of a revolving ring 
or drum, if .the same maximum stress is to be reached in both 
caaea. Unfortunately, the d i m  used for turbines must be 
provided with aentral holes for the purpoaa of fixing them to the 
shaft, and the general effect of ~ w h  holes is to sender the discs 
very little stronger thm riegs. 





A plain disc form is not strong enough for modern impulse 
turbines of powers such as are required for ship propulsion, and 
it is therefore neuesaary to inmwe its strength, which may be 
done in one of two ways, viz. :- 

(l) Strengthening the disc near the periphery of the 
hole by means of a bosa construction. 

(2) Increasing the thickness of tho disc towards the 
centre in order to obtain m nearly aa pessibla a uniform 
strengbh throughout. 

In practice both these sotutiom am genem.Uy adopted to 
varying degrees, most Gurbine wheels being providecl with rt 

boss of appreciable length, while the $LW mction is Eap~ml~l fmm 
root to rim. The discs are provided with rims to form an attach- 
ment for the bIadhg, and the centrifugal load depends upon the 
weights of these items and upon their peripheral specls, varying 
as the equsre of the latter factor. 

'hIafbamaticians have not yet diecoved any simple method 
of estimatirrg the stresses in a f urbine wheel of given shape, but 
the general theory underlying that procm is now well under- 
stood and various approximations are avdabIe giving results 
guficiently refined for practical design. In the usual form of 
turbine disc the thickness is small compared with khe diameter, 
and on that accomt it has been found permissibIe to  consider 
only two main atreasea, viz., tha radial  tress and the hoop or 
tangential akrese, in the mathematim1 analysis of such a system : 
the rsxid stress and the shaar strew are therefore neglected with 
a eonsaquent SimpMeation of the analyeis, which k, in any case, 
sufficientIy complicated. 

It ia not proposed in this h c 1 e  to ded with the mathemratica 
of the subject or to give my method of practical design, but if 
the Iatter is desired for any particular ppurpose reference may be 
made to an article in " Engineering," %h August, 1919, by R. 
Haerle, of Messm. Rewell & Go., Ltd., as providing one of the 
m o ~ t  sinrple and readie~h methods available. The classical 
researches of Stodola be found in  hi^ book " Steam and GM 
Turbines," while one pracficd dduction therefrom has been 
suggeahd by Professor Boudie in hia work entitled " Steam 
Turbines." 

The curves in Fig. 1 indicate the estimated distribution of 
the r4aX md tangential stresses jn a wheel of Ghe form shown, 
the utreasea behg shown as percmtages of thoee in a plain disc 
of the same radius. The strews m, in general, reasonabIy 
deEermh&ih thmughout the whwl s&im except at the Eliets 
joining the dim proper to the hub, but some nncerkainty exists 
as to  the extent to which the whole length of the hub can be 
comidered aw contributing to the strength of the part : $he effect 
of the keywrmy ia also somewhat doubtful m the exishnce of this 
may incream the effective bore of the hub by an indeterminate 
amouat. 



T ~ B  effect of the centrifugal load, when rumhg at btpd, 
is to  stretch the hub, thus loosedng its fik upon the shaft. The 
hub ia thmfom inieially made a " f o r d  fik " upon &he  shaft, 
%he amount $he bore of khe hub is made s W e r  than the diameter 
of the  haft being amnged so b h t  the &retch of the former ia 
not grsahr at my apeed than the comprwsion given by the 
forced fit : the wheel consequently m a i m  tb close Et  upon the 
shaft. 

The m~ of Fig. 2 show how the stress at the bore of the 
hub in a parbiculm case is varied aa the S@ is i n o r d .  In. 
this inatance the initid " form fik " gives rim to a compmaive 
stress of 14,000 Ibe. per sq. in. when the wheel ia a h d i n g .  The 
centrifugd streas BG *he bore gradually r i m  aa $he speed ia 
increased, the difference between this strew and thctt due to the 
origind "forced fit " becoming correspondingly leas and 1ws. 
Finally, at a sped of 1,500 r.p.m., these two stressea became 
equal and the nett stmsa at the bore is therefore zero, the original 
grip bekwmn the wheel and tho hub thus having entimly &B- 
a p p m d  : *he wheel wiFf beoorne loom oon the spindle at ~peeda 
above 1,600 r.p.m. when the centrifugal stress becomes pm- 
dominant. 

In considering the design of hubs, it must be borne in h d  
&at Navd turbinea are invariably subjected to an overspeed 
test carried out at revolutions 16 per cent. in excem of tho~e  
compondmg Go the full power. It may be noted that the 
oversped ted applied in all t w b h  built before 1926 waa 



20 per cent. in excess of full power revolutions, but a reduction 
in %hts requirement hag been permithi in order that higher 
stresses may be worked to at full power, m enabling the weight 
of the turbine to  be reduced. Some divergence of opinion exists 
among turbine manufacturers a8 to %he amount of damage Iikely 
t o  occur if ct whed becomes loose for the shorh period of an over- 
speed b e t ,  but, as moh an irregularity may prejudice the subse- 
quent security of the attachment, it is highly desirable that some 
de&e of forced fit should be provided under all conditions of 
rwmhg,  incIuding tho overspeed, a minimum figure of about 
one-ehousandth of an inch (radidly) being a reammble pro- 
vision . 

The designer requires, however, to  know w h t  am the limits 
of " forced fit " thah can safely be provided, and consideration 
of this question makes it evidmi? tht under normal circum- 
stances the s h c i i  e k  in the hub should. not exoeed the 
eIastic limit of $he matarid : if this permitted, then there L 
danger of plastio flew occurring at t he  bore of the hub, which 
may then become loose, or alternatively the rn~bterid may fail 
through overstressing at high speeds. Experimenb* which 
have been made on wheela of this type ahow that for the uuud 
form of hub, ancl with a solid shaft, the bore is expanded about 
two-thirdmr and the shaft is compressed abou* one-third of the 
total forced fit;. U, however, the shdt is hollow, the propor- 
tionate strain of the hub decreases as the hole in the shafe 

internal 
is increased; thus for ratios - diamehr equal to  0.6, the external 
compresdon of $h sh& and expmqion of the hub are about ctq~lrr-I. 
Tbia fact makes it possible to arrange for a, large force fit without 
causing permanent strain of the materid at the inner circum- 
ferenoe of the hub. 

It has been found in practice that for she1 on -1 it is nob 
dwirable to oxceed a forced fit of about one-thousandth of an inch 
per inch diamehr of the bore in light discs of the C y p e  used in 
o m n t  naval practice ; greater " pinches " 'than this not only 
invoIve a rkk of permanent strain but also m y  caum buckling oi 
the wheel rim. This latter type of disbrbion a r m  from the 
fact %ha$ in the &.rtatio condition the web aorbion of the di is 
acting as a atrut in compression between tke d i d  hub and the 
comparatively stiff rim ; in common with other struts, it may 
be subject to  B '' critical " I& which is not determinabl~ by any 
simple calculation, but which, in the usual fom5 of diso, is 
apparently IikeIy to be approached with force fits appreciably 
exceeding tho limit referred to  above. BuckIing of this nature 
usually shows imlf in the form of a wapo ~t the rim of the. disc, 
which thus appears to  run " out of truth." It is evident, how- 
ever, that the distortion &odd disappar when the turbine 

* " In- of Bore of High Speed Wheels," by S. A. MQM. Jmwnd 
Amer. Xoc. M&, Enps., September, 101 2. 



revolutions reach a point such that the compressive ~ tmss  in the 
web is below the critical. This effect, while it may possibly cause 
some minor vibration at low speeds, should not in genera1 result in 
any serious damage, as it should disappear at the highest speeds 
when trouble from unbalanced forces is Jikely t o  be most pro- 
nounced. In the light of existing knowIedge, it appears un- 
necessary, a d  even imprudent, to  make any atbmpt  Co '' true " 
up a buckled disc of this 6ype by machining it while in place 
on Ghe hub, but a wheel of a new or advanced design which s h w a  
marked distortion may well be removed from its hub in order 
to  tes* whether the true form ia repined on reIeam of the forced 
fit. Circumstances, such as e x c e i t i ~ m l l ~  high apeeds or very 
heavy bbding, may require the adoption of larger " pinches " 
than the maximum figure quoted above, and this difficulty 
has been overcome in some c m s  by fifhing bronze bushes on 
the shafi in way of the hubs : the bron7: then takes a greahr 
proportion of the pinch than the steel hub, and so enables larger 
forced fits to be applied. 

It will be approciakd on examining Pig. 1 that the stern in 
the hub is a maximum at &he inner circumference, and gradually 
decremes Gowads the exterior. Thus. i£ the maximum stress 
in a wheel is not permitted to exceed a definite figure, it is spident 
that a great part of the material is not stressed up to  this limit; 
economy in weight might, therefore, be obtained if a means 
could be found of conskraining these comparatively idle -fibre8 
h take a meater share of the load. 

An &enioue method of partially achieving thh object h a g  
been used t o  some extent;, wpecittlly in Confiinenhal shore practice, 
though not in Naval designs. This is known as " overspeeding " 
or " mean-stressing," ancl briefly consists in subjecting the dim 
before the machining of the bore and other surfaces  ha^ been 
completed, to an overspeed run a$ revolutions Rome 50 per cent. 
in exceaa of those cornxsponding fo the normal full pawor. 

The wheel is designed ao that the effect of this action would 
be to subject the fibre8 at the bore of the hub to a stress exceed- 
the elastic limit. When this limit is reached, howover, some 
slight permanent strain of the inner fibres mcm,  with the result 
that additional gtress is thrown upon %he next layer of material : 
this Iatter in turn yields slightly, and the procesa proceeds till 
the mean stresa in the hub is appreoi~bly raibisd, without any 
greaE degree of permanent strain having arisen. 

The wheel is now fini~h turned and bored, being there- 
after difted to the hub in the usual way. The slight relative 
intomal adjustments of the fibres comoquent upon this treat- 
ment will have so diapo~d them that the stress dist~ibution in 
the hub is altered and levelled up throughout &he working range 
(and well above it also). It may be noted that this opxation 
actuauy ra iw the elastic: limit of the rnnhrial at the inner part 
of Ghe hub, and that the value of this limit evidently will vary 
fm a maximum at *he bore to the normal elsewhore. The 
inner fibm are, of couree, aomewhat briiened by *his treatment, 



but it should be n o M  that, aIthough a alight permanent set 
haa ocourred, the materid remaim fully elstio provided that 
the process has not b m  carried too far. A typica.1 stress-strain 
curve for a steel, such aa tth~t uused in Ghe mmufmture of turbine 
wheels, is shown in Fig. 3 t o  illustrate how the action just 
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Frc. 3. 
clescribecE is enabled to  proceed: the effect of increasing the 
Xoad above the elastic limit, removing it and $hen applying it 
once more is clearly evirlent. 

HetholE of Fitting.-Tbo shafts and hubs of the impulse turbines 
in most Naval designs rtro both made to  a definite taper and am 
fitted together by hand fill the wheel engages with *he shaft 
within a predetermined distance from the shoulder up again& 
which the hub is designed to bear when in the working position. 
If %he taper is &cm&teIy h o r n  it ie a simple aaaatter to  ~&Icnlat& 
wha* this dishnce should be in order to give any desired ex- 
pansion of the bore of the hub and compression of the shaft. 
This axial distance is known as tho "draw" and defhes the 
amount of forced fit wwctudy employed. 

The following description of the method n d  at the Works 
of one large firm for ensuring that the designed conditiom are 
actualEy obtained, may be of general interest. The turbine 
spindles am formed in a series of steps of decmhg diameter, 
+ u s  enabling the wheels to  be readily placed in $heir respective 
positions ; each step forms a shoulder up againat which tho end 
of the hub is dmigned to bear. The operation of turning the shaft 
can be more accurately performed than that of boring the wheel 
hub, and as a first step tberefoxe, the bore of the hub is machined. 
to finished dimensions, the other parts of the hub being merely 
mugh turned and grooved. The macbung of the bore is acoom- 
pfished by the aid of a taper gauge made from 4 inch plate, this 
being required to enter the hub till a 1011,000 inch feeler just; 
enters at S (Fig.4)-this ensures that the maximum diameter 
of the bore is a shade on the arnaI1 side. The bore is then gauged 
at  points (my) half-m-inch from each end and, assuming the 
axial draw to be X inches, the shaft L turned h these gauges at 
points A and B (Pig. 5) at the distances shown from the shouIder. 



The additional inch included in them dimensions is h emure 
that at the firat atkrnpk t.here &all be no riek of turning tha 
  haft too s m d .  

me wheel iEt now pushed an by hand and the available 
"draw" is measured. Tho shaft is %hen carefully dumd by 
fitting and acraping until the wheel can b pushed on to give 
the deaigned draw. 

The acmracy with which this dimengiw can be gauged and 
rapeahd on submquent athmpb has been domonetratad, the 

maximum probable variation being of the order of 1/32 inch 
with W c l m s  workmanbnhhip: this meam that iM is reasonable 
to calculate force fits to the neare~t 0 001 inch, a8 the above 
limit of accuracy represents a chango in diameter of only 



0-00066 inch on s taper of 1 in 48. When the wheeIs have 
been individually fittad in this manner, the whole rseries ier forced 
on to a position inch short of their final pasition. Heat is 
then applied to  the wheels, which m thus expanded sufliciently 
to enable them to be r e d y  " bumped " home. l h  is evidenb 
that if the operation is Go be carried out in this manner, then 
the axial draw8 mud approximate to the same figure in each 
wheel; this can uaually be arranged, but results in some varia- 
tion in the strews in the various hubs. It is the practico at this 
particular Works to finish-turn, groove and blade the wheels on 
their mpechive shaft lengths, and this requires that they should 
subsequcn%Iy be withdrawn for individual balancing. Holos are 
provided in the discs for purposes of wihhdmwal, as, although 
this opemf.ion is possible without holes, the use of jwks botween 
fhe wheeIs for such a purpose involves a danger of buckling the 
wheels and is be avoided. 

It mu& be appreciated, however, that the provision of any 
hole whatever in the surface of a rotor whed involves a con- 
centration of stress at ~ u c h  positions, and in order t o  avoid Iocal 
craaking of the discs it is usuaI to  drill the holes as nem to the 
root as possible and to  arrange that they shall not antjreIy 
penetrate the disc. There is no evidence, as far W is known, 
to show that holes of this nature have ever been the direct cause 
of failure of turbine wheels, but fractures due to  other effects 
have genaraIIy passed through such hoIes, which are evidently 
a red murce of woalmess. 

The achual method of forcing the discs home variea in &fierent 
works, and in many cams w h m  the pinch is small it has no* 
been considered necwsary t o  resort t o  prebinary heating of 
the wheel for this purpose. In the more modern designs of 
turbine where aihrjnkagcs of 20 thoumndtha of m inch or more 
are necessary it b a c o m ~  essential to apply heat t o  the wheeh, 
Rome firm expanding the bore till the whole s h r i i e  JIowance 
haa been provided, while is other c w s  a combination of forced 
fit and S-ge is employed. This h eflected in some works by 
directing gas jets upon the hub of the wheel and allowing the 
heat to  extend @udly to the rim, while in other cases the 
jet8 are arranged to play upon %he sides and periphery of the 
rim : it is stated +,hat khe latter prwess result8 in more uniform 
heating and less risk of distodion. Other manufrtcturers heat 
the wh"ee1 both near the hub and also well out on the rim, while 
She use of sheet iron covers to  equalise bhe temperature during 
the opexation is fairly general. The best method of all appears 
t o  bc that adopt& by one welI-known f i r n  whose practice it 
is to  heat Ghe discs in a bath of boiling water, in whioh they are 
immersed for a, euffrcient period to  ensure that all p&a ahtain 
a, uniform ternmature: the disc is then immediatelv forced on 
to the spindle Aby hydr&lic pressure and held in poktian b i l l  it 
has cooled off ; Ettle force is required for this operahion as iti 
can generally be arranged that the whoIe of the pinch is removed 



at a htemperatu~e comsponding to t.he boiIing point of water. 
In order t o  ensure uniform cooling, i t  is desirable to refrain 
from shrinking on more than (my) two discs per 24 hours. 

It is evident that,  whatover the method employed, uniformity 
of heating a,nd cooling is of great importance ; in this connection 
the not infrequent practice of quenching the discs by cold water 
spray after they are home is not entirely to be recornnlended, 
although it is evident that IittIe harm should arise on t h i ~  
account provided that the disc is uniformly heated +a the eom- 
paratively low temperature which is required. Serious stresses 
are only likely to be experienced if the temperature diffefences 
between the various parts of the &c are exceselive. 

The actud temperature to which the disc should be heated 
depends, of coume, upon the force fit md Ghe diameter of the 
spindle, but need not in general exceed that corresponding to a 
rise of about 200" F. in order to expand the hubs by t he  whole 
shrinkage allowance, c.f. pinch of OOX inch per inch diame$er 
and coefficient of expansion of .0000063fi inch per inch length 
per 1°F. temperature difference. It does not appear be the 
practice to measure the temperature of the disc, which is merely 
heated until it can readily be placed in position on the spindle 
and finally forced home, if the latter operation is necessary. 

One practical point may be of inere&, namely, that a radial 
clearmco of about 002 inoh ier provided over the tops of the 
koys, which are inserted in the ahaft when the hsa td  discs are 
being put on: this precaution has been stated by some firms 
to be absolutely necessary in order t o  prevent the wheels from 
binding on the keys. 

In the course of repairs to rotor wheels, e.g., m-blading, it 
frequently becomes necessary to remove these from their spindles, 
md in such a case it i~l essential that steps should be taken to 
emu= their rep3acement with eb known amount of f o m d  fit. 

When a wheel has to be removed &er having been on service 
it i~l  desirabIe to heat it before it is drawn back by means of rt 

strong back, ;as them is appeoiable risk of distorting the wheel 
or damaging the surfaces of the spindle and of the bore of the 
hub if large forces are ex&d for withdmwal purpoms. The 
uniform heating of the discs is of great importance and ia at the 
same time more dificult thm the similar opexation carried out; 
prior t o  placing them in position on the spindle. Tho use of 
portable blow pipes, supplied with coal gm and compmsed air, 
is a frequent pxac.tice : two operators ai; least are employed, 
one standing on each side of the rotor spindIe, the blow pipes 
being rnrsnipulakd t o  heat the wheel rts uniformly and m quickly 
M possible. Whib the wheel is being heated a steady pull is 
maintained on the withdrawing a m w s  by screwing up the nuts 
agaimt a strong back placed across the end of the turbina 
spindle. 



It does not appear to be usud to suppl>+ any cooling medium 
to the spindle during the procesg of heating the M-heals, but if 
the spindle becomes heated before the wheel is removed i t  is 
essential to cool both rotor and spindle hefore re-heating; a 
light blast of compre%sed air is frequently u d  for this purpose. 

The condition of the bearing surfaces between the hub md the 
spindb is tested by means of red lead markings, a~ ld  if necessary 
these p a h  are cleaned up and refitted, care being taken to 
remove +,he smaIlest possible amounts of material in the process. 
The wheel is then tried on the qindle t o  ascert~iin how far up 
on the tspm it will go when cold, the renlrtining draw being 
careful1~- measurecl and compared with the designed figure shown 
on the drawings. 

The b m  of the wheel and the dimneter of the shaft seat 
should be carefully gauged in order to check what the RGtual 
pinch will be, the measurements being taken across the two 
diameters at right tbngIes at both ends of the seat. 

It 14 u~wlly  found that, provided the wheel htss not been 
stretched by ovaspeed@, heating at the diaphragm glands or 
other causes, it will go back very elasely t o  the position which 
i t  originalIy occupied. In cases, however, where the actual 
" pinch " js less than that designed, or if in the original design 
the allowance was not such that some positive " pinch " would 
remain at overspeed, it may be necessary to adopt some device 
such ras b u s h i  the hub or building up the @p,pindle by means of 
weIdin~ or electro-deaosition. 

~he''use of wel&& for this pmpose hae been wtisfactmily 
employed in some mercantile marine repaira, but i6 is not; to be 
entirely w~ommended h Piew of tho po~~ibi l iv  of p j u d i w  
the strengkh of the spindle, pms of which are likely to attain 
the dangerous condieion lolowa as a " Mue heat " during this 
process : thorough annealulg would doubtless remove this objoc- 
tion, which, however, has dwaye t o  be borno in mind when con- 
sidering the use of welding in repairing steel parts. Electm- 
deposition can usually be relied upon for building up prte of 
$his nature provided that it is applied bp ex- in the process, 
in which case the attachment of the coating uhould be all that 
can be desired, while any minor impedeetions in its continuity 
~hshould be of little importance for wch repairs. 

A sketch (Fig. 6) of a method of bushing empIoyed by one 
h is included for information. 

It is obvious that each case of this nature requires individual 
treatment, but the aame es8mtial rapirernmt mmt be prm'deck 
for in every imtance, namely, t h t  the wigid forced $ j i l  mmE be 
duplicated : if this is not pos&bIe, then a calculation is required 
to ascertain the s d e  maximum ~ p e d  at which the turbine can 
be run without the dresses due to rotation exceeding those 
due to the available forced fit, that is without entirely removing 
the positive grip of the hub upon the spindb. It need h ~ d l y  
be ahted,  in view of what haa already been aaid, that the func- 



tion of the keys ie to  transmit the torque which is not designed 
to be taken by the fme fit remaining in the hub at speed. 
although this latter may, in many instances, be fully capable 
of doing so. 

DISC. 

The uw of disc type rotors has in recent yeam been extemded 
to the reaction turbine, w h m  drum formation WM universdy 
adopted in the early form. This change has been effected for 
two reasons, firat bec~use the drum does not permit of the high 
blade speeds necessary in modern designs and secondIy because 
discs me, on the whole, somewhat cheaper to maaufactum than 
dr uma. 

The rotor &CB u ~ e d  in Pareone L.P. turbinee are very similar 
t o  the i m p d e  type, but rsro cb&r&miaed by comparetiveIy 
wide h, while the hube are of the w e  length aa the former : 
this heavgr rim loading 4 - h  in a qindEe of large diameter, 
while the radial: depth of the disc proper is cormiderably emaller 
than in the uaud impulrre wheeIe. 1% is cuxtomq among many 
mmufaoturm of ,fhese turbinea to d e  the wheel mats paraIIe1 
lnstetaa of coned, but the rndhod of attachment by a M a g e  
and by k e y  is the a m e  : the keys m frequently round topped. 

fiffe~mt type9 of attachment.--Thie &ioIe would not be corn- 
pleb without mme mention of other methoda of dis(: attach- 
ment, the && of those fo be dsacribd being in many respecta 
ideal. h &is design, m& by Megsrs. Bletropolitan Tickers, 
Ltd., the disc is secured either by rivets or by fitted bolts to a 
flange forged solid with the shaft. The great dvankge  of this 
method is that the rotatioml dresms at the centre of the whool 
can be calculated with very fair accuracy aa %hey are uncom- 
plicahd by slmimbge stFea~ea whom value cm only be h o w n  
very approximahly. The streas in the attachment is taken by 



the riveb or bolts in shear and g i ~ e n  suitable manttngs and 
g o d  workmanship them is no fear of 1oosenesv at m y  gpeed. 
The dwign is, however, mm6what heaPier t h a  the normal 
type and c m  only be applied to  one or two wheels, the &a1 
E.P. and initid H.P. ones being those usudly selected. 

The rotating dime in the A.E.G. turbine {German) are 
generally suppmhd on coned bushes. Tbe dist;ance which these 
will enter the hub & determined with a moderate pressing at a 
poliminary asmmbly, after which they are forced deeper into 
the heated djac with enough allowance to  give the predetermined 

ahmhge. The design is indicated in Fig. ? in which it w i l l  be 
seen Ghat, the bush= are threaded internally t o  provide for with- 
drawal : a aleeve is arranged between adjacent hubs to form 
part of tb diaphragm gland. 

The principal advantages of thia method are that not only 
c a n  the ~bain of the hub for a given forced fit be lemaecl by 
employing bronze bushea, but a h  the task of k h n d h g  the 
wheel8 over the apindle is somewhat &mplSed on account of 
%he increased clear~nce between the latter and the inner circum- 
ference of the hub. 

A aornewha* aimiIar method of attachment fo that of A.X.G. 
is indicakd in Figs, 6 and 8, and a demription of this may be of 
interest aa emmpla are to be found in some Service of 
turbo generators. 

The wheel ie an slwsy fit (0.002 inch clearance) on the qindle 
and has rezesw turned at emh end of the hub. Split rings of 
~tsel or bronze am provided, these being initially a close fit 
(+ r* thousandths,-$ thous~~ndths) upon ~e shaft,, while their 
outside diameters exceed the dimensions of the rcceaaes in the 
hub by rs predetermined amount. 



The split rings are forced into the hub recesses after the 
wheel hae been placed upon the apindle, and are thw initially 
stressed to  m extent which h cdcuIated to  be sufficient to pre- 
vent any looseness occurring owing to the expamioa of the 
bore of the hub at speed. The driving torque is taken by key8 
fitted to Ghe hub in the usual manner. 

The wheels m w ~ ~ o ' v ~  by forcing uff by me811s of rstrong- 
btwIts; the split rinm may be subsequently withdrawn, holes 
being drilld in the rings for atbhing any extracting gear which 
proves to  be necessary 

The modern tendency in bhe design of impulm turbines h 
towards m increased number of &,ages with a consequent 
decrease in their mean diameter. This arrangement k favourable 
for the use of solid rotors, in which the wheels and spin& sre 
farmed in one from the same ingot, thus avoiding the dificu1ulties 
in connection with the attachment d the former parts. This 
type of ~onatruction has not a8 yet found a plwe in marine 
practice, chiefly on account of considerations of length, but, an 
i t  is particnlarly auited for use in turbines ~ ~ o r b g  with ultra- 
high *am prmuures, it iis likely to be adopted if and when 
turbines warking under these lattm conditions are fitted in 
marine installatiom. 

Causm of Eooss W&&.-h conclusion it mtny be of inter& 
to  enumeTate briefly the factors which may J e d  to a fomed 
fit, of the type described, becoming lomened. Them lsre but 
$h, namely, overspeeding, local heating of the hub by rubbing 
at the diaphragm gland and, linally, heating of the rim oxtending 
to  the hub while the shaft remains comparatively cold. 



Rubbing at the diaphagm gIand may be caused by distor- 
tion of either the spindle or of the owing, the latter be- most 
Likely to  occur when steam is admimd to parts of the circum- 
ference only, especially when the inlet belh are no+ situated at 
the ends of the turbine. Ilbtortion of the c- may a h  be 
caused during the warming up period if the ateam ia not admitted 
evenly mound the circumference of the cylinder. Thus, if &am 
irr admikted at the upper p a r k ,  .thh will ba hated t o  a tern- 
mature of about 21 2" F,, whiIe in the lower part, due to the 
descending cooled condensafe, the temperature may be muoh 
lower. This effect will rmult in upward bulging of the casing, 
which carries the  diaphragms ~ i k h  it and ao causes absorption 
of the clearances in t he  glands. Damage should not result from 
srich an action provided tbat the casing atains an even tem- 
perature before the rotor is permitted ta revolve, but the danger 
is prewnt and must be guarded against. 

Distortion of the ~pindIe when i* is at workhg hrnperattm 
m y  arise h m  the effects of wuspected internal flaw smd. 
improper he& bteatmsnt (i.e., forging is in a atrtb of hhml 
dress), and to avoid this pogeibility one large firm makes a 
practice of heating the spindle whiIe it i~ mhting botween cen-, 
under which conditions certain epwified Emits of distortion may 
not be exceeded. Insl~fiicient clearance at the diaphragm glands, 
improper adjustment of the bearings or excessi~e vibration of 
the spindle will, of course, camo rubbing at these glands, but 
should not exist in well designed and properly constructed 
turbines. 

Heating of the wheel as a whole, while the &aft remaim cool, 
may possibly occur w h  rapid c m  of speed are made, and 
ia especially to  be anticipated jn the initial &ages of .the H.P. 
turbines: in such c i rcumhces  aa these, the hub h o m e s  
expanded and the grip on $he shaft may be r d u d  to such an 
gxtent thak the wheel becornea loose. It is inkmding +m note 
that the opposite effect may be experienoed in the final L.P. 
stages, when turbhea are hrst started : under thb condition 
the bmperature of the L.??. iis commonly well above the workiug 
temperatw of the ate- and thus the wheel tends to be cooIed 
at the rim, with the result that compre~ldve stresses are aet up 
in the web, which may be buckled to some extent. 

All these eBecb will &ow thenuelves an vibration and are, 
of cour~o, temporary OWH, which ~hould disappear 3 the con- 
ditions of working are suitably m o W d  : they are, however, 
mentioned hem m providing possible sxplan~btiom of event3 
which rnsy other* not be understood. 
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